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TEQ AND BELCO PACKAGING SYSTEMS PARTNER TO EXPAND SERVICES
FOR PACKAGING CUSTOMERS

Custom Thermoforming Company Announces Strategic Alliance With Leading
Manufacturer of Sealing Systems
(Huntley, IL) April 24, 2012 – TEQ Thermoform Engineered Quality is excited to
announce a new partnership with Belco Packaging Systems – a leading U.S.
manufacturer of shrink packaging, pouch sealers and blister sealing systems. This
unique alliance will help TEQʼs packaging customers save valuable time and money by
giving TEQ the ability to provide on-site verification of compatibility of parts.
“We are thrilled to have Belco sealing machines in-house,” said Randy Loga, President
of TEQ. “As a reseller of Belco machinery, we can provide our medical packaging,
pharmaceutical packaging and consumer packaged goods customers direct access to
these high quality machines early on in the packaging system development process,
helping to ensure the success of each and every project from the start. Plus, we can
now support existing customers who already have Belco machines with seal tooling and
also expose our customers who don’t have Belco equipment to some of the best
equipment the industry has to offer.
“Having Belco machinery (which is designed to provide the highest levels of process
control at even the closest tolerances) on-site has also allowed us to provide stability
data for customers of TEQethylene™ our new, sterile barrier system (SBS) medical
packaging solution that utilizes a proprietary blend of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
– helping them avoid the cost and delays of conducting a stability study of their own.”
“Our machines are built to exacting standards with the finest materials and by the most
skilled craftsmen, making them a perfect addition to TEQ’s current offerings,” added
Michael Misik, President of Belco. “We are looking forward to combining our
engineering quality with TEQ’s thermoforming expertise to provide customers with a
true concept to completion experience.”

ABOUT TEQ
Founded nearly thirty years ago as TekPackaging, TEQ is dedicated to being the leader
of quality manufacturing in the thermoforming industry. TEQ’s commitment to
continuous improvement, design capability and process control gives the company the
ability to serve customers better than anyone else.
From design and engineering, through to state of the art technology, and attentive and
informed customer service, TEQ ensures that every aspect of every project is
completed with the kind of precision that has made us the preferred choice of many
clients.
ABOUT BELCO PACKAGING, INC.
Founded in 1959 as a precision machine shop, Belco Packaging Systems, Inc. has
grown to become the largest manufacturer of shrink packaging and blister sealing
systems on the West Coast of the U.S.A. Designed to the highest standards of machine
performance, all Belco machines are backed by one of the most comprehensive
warranties in the industry.
As part of the continuing commitment to customer service, Belco can design and install
packaging systems that involve modified machinery and added options. Belco delivers,
installs, services, and sells parts for all equipment it manufactures and has earned a
reputation for consistent performance and engineering quality.
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